WE’RE HIRING

Supervisor Food & Beverage

"VELA" means "precious moment" in Thai. When we travel in today's cosmos, we want to experience something
special, something different, something that stays in our hearts – even after we say goodbye. Smile, explore, meet, travel,
discuss, inspire, talk, move, feel, sing, dance, be who you are!
VELA HOTEL BANGKOK is created for savvy travelers like you to create and save your precious moments while you seek
and explore Bangkok. Wander and become part of the city.
VELA HOTEL BANGKOK invites our guests to a brand-new hotel experience that's vibrant, affordable, full of lively moments
and surprising details, smart design and staying connected on a budget.

JOB HIGHLIGHTS:


Perform other duties as assigned by General Manager.



Responsible for all Food & Beverage as VELA assignment.



Knowledgeable about beverage and comfortable working.



Enjoy a pace of working at VELA with energetic service style



Excellence beverage & guest service skills



Creativity, be able to bring new idea



An ability to delegate appropriately



A grasp of profit & Lost margins



Adhere to local regulations concerning health, safety

DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES:


Assist the General Manager in being responsible for the Restaurants area, ensuring a smooth running,
profitable operation within the framework of VELA.



Assist in the maintaining of our Associates welfare by providing them with the training and resources
to take care of our guests.



Achieve departmental Budget goals by maintaining profits through increased sales revenue and the
efficient cost expenditure.



Maintains and responsible for the completion of the control report, checklist cleaning schedule, work
order, etc.
Time management skills and ability to delegate appropriately



To training all subordinate for all beverage knowledge in effective



To assist in the development and execution of plans and actions for the improvement of VELA.



To maintain safety and sanitation standards at all times.



Perform other duties as assigned by General Manager.



DESIRED SKILLS & EXPERIENCES:


Thai National Only, Male or Female with minimum 2-3 years of experiences



Graduated from hospitality school is plus



Strong in inter-personality, positive attitude, service mind, open-minded, leadership and creative skill



Thai and English communication skill + Chinese Speaking



Computer and POS System skill



Excellence beverage knowledge / guest service standard / management skill



Strong in driving results and people management and development



Being able to work on flexible hours/shift as necessary



Being able to working in any multi tasks and full responsibilities



Punctuality and team work

Please send CV in English with recent photo to email: hr-team@kokotel.com
Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted for an interview.

